
Mutant, Monster, Misfit, Myself : Writing the Disabled/Chronically Ill Body 

 

Moderator and Panelists: 

Jeannine Hall Gailey, Paul Guest, Jenn Givhan, Rosebud Ben Oni, Sandra Beasley 

 

Event Description: 5 disabled and/or chronically ill writers of poetry and memoir 

talk about how their body influences the way they write, their subject matter, even 

how they impact their genres and efforts towards publicity. How do we 

claim/activate our disability or illness? What do we disclose? We’ll discuss how 

our work has changed over time, how our relationships with disability have 

changed, how we accommodate or resist the gaze of abled readers, and how 

disability/illness manifests in genre, line, metaphor. 

 

Event Agenda: The moderator will begin the event by introducing the panelists and 

reading their short biographies. The five writers will give a brief introduction of 

their own work and how disability/chronic illness has impacted it for five to seven 

minutes each. The moderator will then open up discussion with a list of questions 

prepared in advance for about 30 minutes. The panel will end with a ten minute 

audience Q&A. 

 

Event Category: Multiple Literary Genres 

 

Moderator Bio: Jeannine Hall Gailey is a writer with multiple sclerosis who served 

as second Poet Laureate of Redmond, Washington. She's the author of six books of 

poetry, including Field Guide to the End of the World which won the Moon City 

Book Prize and the upcoming Flare, Corona from BOA Editions. PR for Poets is 

her latest non-fiction book. Her poems and essays have appeared in Poetry, 

American Poetry Review, and Salon. She lives in an ex-urb of Seattle.  

 

Sandra Beasley Bio: Sandra Beasley is the author of four poetry collections, most 

recently Made to Explode, and Don’t Kill the Birthday Girl: Tales from an Allergic 

Life, a disability memoir. She edited Vinegar and Char: Verse from the Southern 

Foodways Alliance. She lives in Washington, D.C. 

 

Rosebud Ben-Oni: Rosebud Ben-Oni is the author of several collections of poetry, 

including the Alice James Award winning If This Is the Age We End Discovery 

(March 2021), which was a Finalist for the National Jewish Book Award. Her 

work appears in POETRY, APR, Tin House, Guernica, among others. Her poem 

"Poet Wrestling with Angels in the Dark" was commissioned by the National 

September 11 Memorial & Museum in NYC.  Her video essay “My Judaism is a 



Wild Unplace" was commissioned by Paramount for a nationwide television 

campaign. In January 2023, she performed at Carnegie Hall on International 

Holocaust Memorial Day. 

 

Jenn Givhan Bio: Jenn Givhan is a Mexican-American and Indigenous poet and 

novelist from the Southwestern desert and the recipient of poetry fellowships from 

the National Endowment for the Arts and PEN/Rosenthal Emerging Voices. Jenn 

is the author of five full-length poetry collections, most recently Belly to the Brutal 

(Wesleyan University Press), and the novels Trinity Sight, Jubilee, and River 

Woman, River Demon (Blackstone Press). Her work has appeared in The New 

Republic, The Nation, POETRY, and Salon and has won many national awards, 

including The Southwest Book Award, New Ohio Review’s Poetry Prize, Phoebe 

Journal’s Greg Grummer Poetry Prize, the Pinch Journal Poetry Prize, and 

Cutthroat’s Joy Harjo Poetry Prize.  

 

Paul Guest Bio: Paul is joining us virtually. Paul Guest is the author of four 

collections of poetry and a memoir. His work has appeared in Poetry, The Paris 

Review, New England Review, and numerous other publications. A Guggenheim 

Fellow and Whiting Award winner, he lives in Charlottesville, Virginia. 

 

Panelist Questions: 

 

--Before the Panelist’s questions, they will first give a brief introduction to their 

relationship to writing the disabled/chronically ill body, and read a short piece of 

creative work.   

 

-How do our disabled identities manifest on the levels of lineation, metaphor, and 

pacing? What about choice of genre? 

 

-What are ways our work has changed, over time, correspondent to how our  

relationships with disability have changed over time? 

 

-How do we accommodate and/or resist the gaze/readings of abled readers? 

 

-In a literary world often not built for disabled and chronically ill writers – think 

traditional book tours with stages with steps and no wheelchair ramps, lots of 

difficult travel, residencies/conferences that aren’t ADA-compliant, and the 

demands of the world of academic work, visits, and last of all, the low pay that 

may not cover the demands of disabled travel. How do each of you think the 



literary world could take steps to be more welcoming to disabled and chronically 

ill writers? 

 

 

 

Creative Pieces Shared by Writers: 

 

My Life is an Accident 

By Jeannine Hall Gailey, from Flare, Corona 

 

of DNA and radiation, a million missed chances 

for death to sweep me off my feet. 

 

Too many of this, not enough of that –  

a witch’s spell for trouble. Red-haired  

 

and scarlet-fevered. born with wings and a tail, 

an immune system weak as a kitten and a knack 

 

for being in the wrong weeds at the wrong time.  

Fascinated with systems, folders and fossils,  

 

tracking down each dinosaur and later, delivery systems 

for rare anti-virals. government research into nuclear facilities, 

 

conspiracy theories about aliens and solar flares. 

I was never meant, not planned, not absorbed into the mainstream, 

 

never meant to survive this long according to charts and scans. 

She’s a miracle, they said, she’s a mutant, she’s a baby born of  

 

a bad seed. Modern living makes a body bitter, our blood 

and flesh filled with hormone disrupters, flame retardants and false 

 

positives.  But I’m a hay-maker, a harbinger,  

a fateful warning of things to come. 

 

 

 



Death by Chocolate 

By Sandra Beasley 

 

A man wants my take on his novel 

where a wife dies with a peanut in her mouth 

after we’ve met her husband, in the act with his secretary 

in the passenger seat of a late-life convertible. 

A man wants my take on his novel 

where the husband’s marital issues are solved 

by her anaphylactic collapse after he serves her takeout 

spiked with a cashew, and for another 300 pages 

he wonders, Was it an accident? Or did I 

know? Somewhere out there a man 

is writing a novel about a chef with a taste 

for adding shrimp paste to curry and his unsuspecting 

shellfish-allergic wife, and I will be asked 

for my take on it. I have been offered dozens of takes 

on my own death. Suggestions abound. 

Death by ice cream. Death by cake. Death by cucumber, 

though that would take awhile; 

perhaps gazpacho as a shortcut. Death by mango. 

Death by Spanish omelette. Death by dairy, 

an abstraction sexy to someone who has never side-eyed 

cream brought out slopping toward the coffee; 

who has never felt histamine’s palm at her throat, 

who says Cheese makes life worth living. 

These wives! I see you, women who 

did not grow up aspiring to be a plot device. 

We almost die a lot. Or: we die a lot, 

almost. We’re over it. Our mouths have more to say. 

 

Night{Call} Stars :: Who Shine Less Brightly :: After Eating a Planet 

By Rosebud Ben-Oni (this piece appeared in Waxwing) 

 
Nightcall your tides, the red. Giants butchered. Fish in 

shallows &. Gulls fought over skunned scraps, their cries. 

Still twist & tweeze night. -calling requiem of scales. & guts. 

& corroded nails you. ‘d dug up in sand. Soft, mealy rust 

struck. Fingertips. Stunned. Your. Lips. Froze & fixed. 



Tongues. In fisheries heavy. -gloved & eye. Urgency 

bumped as if you weren’t. Fresh catch. Tuna & hake & 

mackerel. & manta too: stripped. From calling :: dried-up. 

Wizened under them, those. Giants spit fire. Spun angels 

fallen in night. {call} -to sea because they skunned. & 

dimmed. Grew horns & spined. Tails to. Swim. Alone most 

their lives. Without bite or injurious not. Fins but nightcalls 

naked. & torn-flight. Flung mouth a nil & nix, surviving 

basest. Of elements you emptied glitch. Shell{ed}. Burst 

when he first :: made you :: eat them  

 

    :: 

 

:: call now the urgent look! Roguing your eye. Skuns upward. 

Rollers wrecking by. Ear-deep & nigh :: burns into feet & 

groin & please. Boring worn help with spindly claws me is. 

Calling the smallest red giant ever seen. Fighting rough 

waves & falling. To knees. Pick it up. Gently. Young gull, 

dull bones & fuzz & debris. Stay home & keep it warm 

between bra & please. Sock & shredded ribbon. Look after 

it until coarse & vermillion. Can’t tell any. -one. Shame is 

skunned & this love he shows. You. ’ll stop bathing. Loose 

please & hems unravel up to trunk & knees. Hush help when 

little red giant eats alive & me. Shrinks. In jetsam when he. 

Sticks us in a rusty can &. -don’t strikes through feed. Sea 

fills with shrunken & dull. Divinities. Port of call next. 

Night sings distant fishermen see you. Not wash. Up after 

being pulled. Apart no. One will I’m. Scour & wrench I’m 

the. Water I’m leaving your lungs, not one he he promises 

will see I’m a body disappearing— 

 

Excerpts from I Am Fat & When You Read This Poem, You Will Be Too 

By Jenn Givhan 



Dear hearts, I will call you dear for that is what 

my mother called me, when you take my hand 

this early winter the leaves have mushed to rot 

too soon & the creatures of the land must find 

some burrowing place, please see me as I have  

seen myself, a woman brown & fat & dis- 

pleasing/satisfied & when you step into my home 

you need not wipe your feet but please 

don’t call this a confessional box for you dear- 

heart are guest & you are welcome. I will feed. 

Though I will not clean. Not the slushy mud 

from the dog’s paws, not the coffee & blood  

staining all my once-best dresses, nor the milk. 

Nor the yard, where the pumpkins never grew. 

 

* 

 

Develop a stomach condition that allows you  

only 700 calories a day for a year till a scalpel 

& a string peel back from you the thing keeping 

you sick. During that year bask in strangers’ sudden 

approval, smiles even. Flirting. Lewd messages  

in your inbox. Stop basking. Stop pretending  

not even a small part of you feels satisfied  

that now you can be a part of the #metoo  

you were never invited to before. When you were fat.  

Though you long for wholeness, the narrative 

comes out disjointed. Like your fatness.  

Now that you’ve starved to thinness, develop 

ulcers & incessant heartburn despite the tums 

& tums. Never sleep for the acid at your throat.  

Remember the taste of food, how it coats, how it 

comforts. Begin to eat again. And again.  

 

 

 

 



THEORIES OF REVENGE 

By Paul Guest 

 

I think about the man who must be dead 

by now and his undifferentiated son 

and how they sat beside one another 

that morning I nearly died in their yard. 

I never learned his name, hair color, 

where he went to church if he did, 

and this morning I’m thinking 

about the ethics of giving him a minor limp. 

Some old wound that healed 

wrong in another life. Tendon 

that snapped in a filthy alley in San Juan. 

1967. The light was different, 

then, because the sun was. 

Everything was. Years before my birth. 

Years before Elvis died 

on the toilet, his body ruined and ruptured, 

and even though I grew up 

in Tennessee I’ve never been to Graceland. 

There is so much in life to regret. 

To desire unto pain. To ignore, also. 

There I lay in the weeds 

of the ditch like garbage, 

my body harmed forever, 

though nobody then would really believe it, 

and I felt little: some ache, 

but mostly nothing, a spooky lack of weight 

on the summer-hot ground. 

I think there was panic 

in the air above me like a ghost 

and I struggled to breathe. 

Do not move me or pick me up or touch me, 

I begged the old man. 

Something is wrong. Something was 

wrong with the bicycle 

and now inside me was something terrible 

and lasting and final 

and I think I wanted it all to be a bad dream. 



The way my head fell over 

when they stood me up. The horror when I collapsed. 

There was no blood anywhere. 

No visible wound. Just a boy in yellow surrounded by strangers. 


